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I f  there  i s  any  area  

of  you r  l i fe  that  does  not  

glisten with hope  

you  are  bel i ev i ng  a  l i e  

and  i t  i s  a  stronghold  

of  the  dev i l  i n  you r  l i fe .

 Franc i s  Frang i pane



 Introduction
I was on the other side of a valley season—and I was 

tired. Tired and empty and wading through an ocean of 

disappointment, hope felt like a distant shoreline just 

beyond my reach.

But then God took me on a journey of restoration—a 

journey instigated in part by this quote I stumbled 

across one day:

“If there is any area of your life that does not  

glisten with hope you are believing a lie and it  

is a stronghold of the devil in your life.”  

Francis Frangipane

It arrested my attention when I first heard it—forcing 

me to confront what I believed about my life and 

circumstances, and more importantly, what I believed 

about God. As I sifted through the lies I had absorbed, 

hope was reborn—the kind of hope that has the power 

to anchor us in the storms of life. 

Throughout this study, we will consider what the Bible—

and in particular, the New Testament—has to say about 

hope, uncovering some of the truths that form the basis 

of Biblical hope. It is my prayer that in the process, you 

are personally and powerfully reminded that not only is 

God good, but He will be good to you—in every season.

May His faithfulness spur you to hold unswervingly  

to the hope we have in Christ.
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a  place  of  refuge
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 READ

Hebrews 6 (with an emphasis on vv. 13-20) and Genesis 22:15-
18. Note that the promise from God to Abraham in Genesis 22 
is the oath referenced by the writer of Hebrews.

Consider the phrasing of Hebrews 6:18-19 in the NKJV:

“...that by two immutable things, in which it is impossible for 
God to lie, we might have strong consolation, who have fled for 
refuge to lay hold of the hope set before us. This hope we have 
as an anchor of the soul, both sure and steadfast, and which 
enters the Presence behind the veil…”

 Reflect

I find myself zoning out and mindlessly scrolling far more often 
than I would like to admit these days. Getting lost in the lives of 
others can feel so much easier than getting on with my own life. 
Oh yes, the age-old tactic of escapism—we pursue it in many 
different forms and for varying reasons. But in a nutshell, it all 
comes down to this: Sometimes life is overwhelming, and it all 
feels too much. We crave a break, a moment to forget—some 
breathing space.

The writer of Hebrews was addressing an audience who 
understood this reality. Tired, and faced with persecution and 
relentless opposition, they needed something to help them 
stay the course. In this particular chapter, they were being 
called to pursue growth and maturity—to show diligence and 
perseverance in their faith. The key Hebrews offers up to usher 
them through the challenges they were experiencing—the 
enabler of their growth and perseverance—is hope.

In fact, Hebrews describes hope not only as an anchor, but 
also as a place of refuge (6:18). God intended that rather than 
getting lost in escapism, we would flee to hope to find shelter 
and relief when we are overwhelmed. Hope is the thing we are 
to lay hold of and not let go of—because if we hold unswervingly 
to hope, it will anchor us in even the fiercest of storms.
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An anchor has been defined as something or someone that is 
able to provide confidence and stability in uncertain conditions. 
When a ship’s anchor is cast down into the depths, it digs into 
the surface below, finding crevices and rocks to secure itself 
upon in order to hold firm and keep the ship stable, even 
(and especially) in rough conditions. Anchors might be small 
in proportion to the ships they secure, but they are incredibly 
powerful.

Hope, like a ship’s anchor, may look small. We might think of 
it as being somewhat wishy-washy, a mere daydream or an 
elusive fantasy—something flippant that we say without much 
expectation—but it too is incredibly powerful. In Scripture, hope 
is a bold word imbued with strength and conviction that looks 
not to self or circumstances, but to the certainty of who God 
is. If we were to summarize the usage of ‘hope’ throughout 
the Bible, we could define it at this: a confident expectation of 
goodness and more specifically, God’s goodness. Biblical hope 
takes hold of who God is and all that He has promised as it 
lodges itself firmly in the truth of Scripture.
Hebrews 6 reminds us of the trustworthy nature of God’s Word, 
inviting us to recall the example of Abraham. God had promised 
that through Abraham’s son, Isaac, He would make Abraham a 
father of nations (Genesis 17:5), yet He asked Abraham to take 
this very son and sacrifice him as a burnt offering. Surprisingly, 
Abraham went (Genesis 22:2-3). Hebrews 11 teaches us that 
Abraham was willing to obey because he considered that God 
was able even to raise him [Issac] from the dead (v. 19). He 
understood Isaac was integral to the fulfilment of what God 
had promised him and he believed God would somehow give 
Issac back to him in order to fulfil that promise—even if He had 
to raise him from the dead. Abraham founded his expectation—
his hope—on the trustworthiness of God’s promise.

In response, God provided a substitutionary sacrifice, 
confirming His earlier promises to Abraham with an oath—and 
because there was no one and no thing greater to swear by, 
God swore by Himself. Hebrews tells us that this was not only to 
enable Abraham to continue in confidence, but also to enable 
us, the heirs of the promise, to hold fast to the hope set before 
us (Hebrews 6:17-18). He wanted us too to have no doubt in 
the certainty of what He has spoken.

God is a faithful God. He cannot lie and His purposes do not 
change. This is the hope He offers us, and if we cling to it, hope 
will not only provide us with refuge and shelter, it will also 
anchor us—enabling us to stay the course.
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 Respond

The word translated “hold fast to” in v. 18 means to take 
possession of; to hold fast and not let go—to keep carefully and 
faithfully; to continue to hold; to use strength to seize or retain. 
It is an active word. Where in your life do you need to choose to 
pursue hope—to lay hold of it and not let go? What might this 
look like practically?

AAnchored nchored 
I N  THE  TRUSTWORTH INESS  OF  GOD ,  

HOPE  I S  OU R  PLACE  OF  REFUGE .
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We have an expression ‘don’t get your hopes up,’ which is 
really a way of saying ‘protect yourself from disappointment 
by keeping your expectations low.’ How does the teaching of 
Hebrews—that we are to flee to hope to find safety and refuge—
challenge this thinking?

What does Hebrews 6:13-20 reveal to you about the nature 
and character of God? How does this inspire a confident 
expectation of His goodness within you?

Father, thank You for being a faithful God,  
and that because You are, I can trust in the certainty of  
all You have promised. I ask that my life be marked by 
hope—by a confident expectation of Your goodness.  

Holy Spirit, where I face challenges and difficulties, give  
me the power to hold fast to hope.  

In Jesus’ name, amen.


